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Weather Stripping 

Foam Compression Weather Stripping: 
Standard Reach (.650”) 

 

 White Black 

Length Part #s 

85” WSFC650-WH85 WSFC650-BL85 

97” WSFC650-WH97 WSFC650-BL97 

Features: 

► .650” reach designed for standard 1-3/4” thick Steel, Fiberglass and Wood Doors.   
► Fits all standard door jambs with .125” Kerf Width and .438” Rabbet depth.  
► Recommended compression of 50% and will still retain original shape. 
► PU Foam with Polyethylene Liner for exceptional durability. 
► Liner is UV resistant to ensure the weatherstrip’s longevity. 
► UL Fire rated for up to 90 minutes on steel frame and 20 minutes on wood frames. 
► Passed ASTM E-331 (water) and ASTM E-283 (air) infiltration tests. 
► Standard colours are White and Black; Standard Lengths are 85” and 97”. Brown 
and Beige available by special order with extended lead time. 
► Packaged  150 pcs/box; 3750 pcs/skid. 
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NEW  PROUD EDGE design allows a tighter seal 
while still allowing the door to easily close. 

Features: 

► New Proud Edge design increases contact with the face of the door panel, 
eliminating air and water infiltration even when subjected to high air pressure. 
► Fits all standard door jambs with .125” Kerf Width and .438” Rabbet depth.  
► Recommended compression of 50% and will still retain original shape. 
► PU Foam with Polyethylene Liner for exceptional durability. 
► Liner is UV resistant to ensure the weatherstrip’s longevity. 
► UL Fire rated for up to 90 minutes on steel frame and 20 minutes on wood frames. 
► Passed ASTM E-331 (water) and ASTM E-283 (air) infiltration tests. 
► Standard colours are White and Black; Standard Lengths are 85” and 97”. Brown 
and Beige available by special order with extended lead time. 
► Stocked in white and black. 
► Packaged 125 pcs/box; 3125 pcs/skid. 

Foam Compression Weather Stripping: 
Proud Edge (.675”) reach 

 White Black 

Length Part #s 

85” WSPE675-WH85 WSPE675-BL85 

97” WSPE675-WH97 WSPE675-BL97 
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ARIBELL - PE650 Traditional .650 reach weatherstrip 

Two Major Improvements over traditional 
foam weatherstrip: 
 ● Proud Edge Design 
 ● Low Wick Foam Formulation 

Features: 

► New Proud Edge design increases contact with the face of the door panel, 
eliminating air and water infiltration even when subjected to high air pressure. 
► The patented, exclusive to Endura, new Low-Wick Foam formulation uses a 
combination of closed-cell and open-cell structure. 
► As moisture wicks into the foam, its travel and subsequent volume is limited once it 
contacts the closed cells.  This is especially important in cold Canadian climates 
where the weather stripping can freeze when saturated. 
► Low-wick foam absorbs 50% less water than standard open-cell foam weather 
stripping. 
► PE650 weather stripping is 60% stiffer than traditional foam weather stripping.  This 
is due to the larger cross section at the elbow. 
► Stocked in white and black. 
► Packaged 100 pcs/box; 1800 pcs/skid. 
 

 White Black 

Length PART #s 

81” PE650LW-WH6/8 PE650LW-BL6/8 

97” PE650LW-WH8/0 PE-650LW-BL8/0 

Foam Compression Weather Stripping: 
Low–Wick/Proud Edge (PE-650) 
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Foam Magnetic Weather Stripping 

Features: 
► Magnetic seal adheres tightly to steel doors preventing air and water infiltration. 

► Foam compression feature accomodates movement of the door panel while still 
maintaining a tight seal. 

► Pre-notched for a tight seal at the top corner. 
► Colours: white and black. 
► Lengths: 85” and 97”. 
► 75 pcs/carton 
 

 

Foam magnetic weather stripping combines the 
benefits of  a foam compression seal with the benefits 
of  a magnetic seal for better protection from air and 

water infiltration. 

 White Black 

Length Part #s 

85” WSMAG570-WH85 WSMAG570-BL85 

97” WSMAG570-WH97 WSMAG570-BL97 
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Finned Corner Seal 

Features: 
► Raised Corner Pad Fin - Raised fin tucks behind the weatherstrip to block water from 
travelling up the interior channel of the weatherstrip. 
► Designed to work with foam Weatherstrip  to create an air and water tight seal at the 
crucial corners.  
► Pre-applied adhesive backing for easy installation. 
► Packaged 2,000 pcs/box 
 

Part # Colour 

WSCSFIN-WH White 

WSCSFIN-BL Black 

 

Proven to prevent 
leaks. 

Wedge Corner Seal 

Features: 
► Wedge corner seal protects against air and water infiltration. 
► For use with magnetic weather stripping. 
► Polyethylene wrap matches foam compression and foam 
magnetic stripping.  
► Pre-applied adhesive backing for easy installation. 
► Stocked in white, beige, brown and black 
► Packaged 2,000 pcs/box. 
 

Part # Colour 

AB-Q-FDPWH White 

AB-Q-FDPBE Beige 

AB-Q-FDPBR Brown 

AB-Q-FDPBL Black 
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Features: 
► Extruded polypropylene seal provides a secondary seal against air 
and water infiltration. 
► Resistant to rot, mildew, corrosion and UV deterioration. 
► Pre-applied adhesive backing for easy installation. 
► Available in white or black. 
► Standard length is 84”.  
► PF512 is packaged 100 pcs/ box. 
► PF524 is packaged 250 pcs/ box. 

Part #: PF512 

 

Part #: PF24 

Polyflex Back-up Weather Stripping 

Part # Height Colour 

PF512-WH .383” White 

PF512-BL .383” Black 

PF524-WH .200” White 

PF524-BL .200” Black 


